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International Court Convicts Criminals
of Crimes Against Humanity

International Common Law Court of Justice - January 15, 2022
 

Summary
This groundbreaking event announces the conviction of those involved in global
genocide. It gives every man and woman on the planet the authority to seize and
destroy any and all Covid-19 paraphenalia. At the same time, we can arrest anyone
who is named in the verdict for Crimes Against Humanity.
 
Brussels and Vancouver:
The International Court that forced Pope Benedict from office in 2013 has struck a
blow against the COVID corporatocracy by convicting top officials of Pfizer,
GlaxoSmithKline, China, and the Vatican of Crimes against Humanity. The Court’s
verdict sentences seventy-five individuals to life imprisonment, seizes their assets
and disestablishes their corporations, and lawfully prohibits the further manufacture,
sale, or use of their COVID vaccines as  “products of medical genocide and mass
murder."
 

After a four-month trial convened under International Law, the judges of the
International Common Law Court of Justice (ICLCJ) issued their historic verdict and
sentence today, along with Arrest and Expropriation Warrants against the
defendants. The convicted individuals include Albert Bourla and Emma Walmsley,
the CEO’s of Pfizer and GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals, Xi Jinping, President of
China, ‘Pope’ Francis (Jorge Bergoglio), ‘Queen’ Elizabeth (Windsor), and Justin
Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada.
 
According to the Public Affairs Office of the Court: 
 
“This case involves a monstrous, intergenerational crime and its equally massive
coverup. The highest officials of Church, State, and Corporations have for years
personally sanctioned and profited by the systematic torture, trafficking, and murder
of children in deadly drug testing experiments to produce the COVID ‘vaccine’, as
part of a Criminal Conspiracy to reduce humanity to slavery. That Conspiracy
murders the innocent, traffics in arms, drugs, children, and human organs, and
silences or destroys those who threaten to expose it.
 

https://archive.msendi2.com/?u=95770aec8897f55d6158233e3762bcc7&id=58a9d8efe7fe82c9&e=0b0e8efa0702f411
https://archive.msendi2.com/?u=95770aec8897f55d6158233e3762bcc7&id=58a9d8efe7fe82c9&e=0b0e8efa0702f411
https://commonlaw.earth/iclcj-verdict-and-sentence/


“Our Court has put a legal end to that Conspiracy by criminalizing the persons and
the corporations responsible, and prohibiting the further sale and use of the COVID
‘vaccines’, which are the product of medical genocide and the mass murder of
children.”
 
The Court’s verdict and sentence casts a wide net over those responsible by tracing
the roots of the COVID regime to the planned genocide of indigenous people in
Canada by the Vatican and the Crown of England, including in the murderous “Indian
residential schools”.
 
The Court establishes that the public opponents of this genocide, especially Kevin
Annett, have been continually targeted for destruction by the convicted defendants,
who are responsible for the murder of fifteen activists and several recent attempts on
Annett’s life.
 
“Our warrants empower not only our Sheriffs and deputized police, but people
everywhere to enforce the Court’s verdict by arresting the convicted felons,
seizing their assets, and halting the sale and use of the genocide-derived COVID
‘vaccines’,”  says the Court.
 
“The killers of children can no longer evade justice using executive or corporate
privilege, or by hiding behind the camouflage of contrived public health crises.”
 
An action plan for police and citizen participation in the enforcement of this historic
verdict and sentence will be discussed tomorrow, January 16, at 
www.bbsradio.com/herewestand  (at 3 pm pacific, 11 pm GMT).
 
The Judgment and Warrants of the Court are posted at  www.murderbydecree.com
 under “ITCCS Updates” and  www.republicofkanata.ca  under “Breaking News”.
 

Click Here for PDF of January 15, 2022 Verdict and Sentence
of the International Common Law Court of Justice.

The Gnostic Illuminati was right!
We really are dealing with a rogue AI

Benjamin Fulford Report - January 17, 2021
www.BenjaminFulford.net
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As the old adage goes, truth is stranger than fiction. It turns out the gnostic Illuminati
(GI) were right, we really are dealing with a rogue AI that controls the Khazarian
mafia. Humanity must defeat this AI or become slave-robots working eternally to
serve a machine mind.
 
When the GI first contacted the White Dragon Society to warn of the AI, we were
skeptical. Then, we contacted one of the original members of the top-secret MJ12
group set up by President Dwight Eisenhower to study “aliens.” He told me his group
had come to the same conclusion.
 

Now we are getting dramatic new evidence showing this is the case. As we reported
recently, the White Hats thought they scored a major victory by apprehending Davos
World Economic Forum (WEF) head Klaus Schwab, and EU Central Bank Head
Christine Lagarde in Antarctica.
 

Well, Schwab has been apparently replaced by an AI. Now, this week the WEF will
be holding a “virtual Davos” where they brag “The global COVID-19 crisis has acted
as a worldwide accelerator for the rollout of artificial intelligence (AI) initiatives.”
 

https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2022
 

The WEF also promises that key organizations including WHO, IMF and the World
Bank are working together in order to provide extra financial support to the WHO and
its COVAX partners for “providing all countries with equal access to vaccination.”
 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/a-new-commitment-for-vaccine-equity-
and-defeating-the-pandemic/
 

Now Russia’s FSB has determined what is in a large portion of these vaccinations
the WEF wants to impose on humanity: nanobots allowing remote control of humans
by an AI.  This new concept proposes using neural nanobots to connect to the
human brain’s neocortex – the newest, smartest, ‘conscious’ part of the brain – to
the ‘synthetic neocortex’ in the cloud. The nanobots would then provide direct, real-
time monitoring and control of signals to and from brain cells.
 

https://www.siliconrepublic.com/machines/brain-cloud-interface-nanobots-global-
superbrain
 

This week a group of leadership avatars will be promoting this agenda at the virtual
Davos. Digital persona (AI representatives) who will attend this forum include:  
Narendra Modi , Prime Minister of India,  Kishida Fumio , Prime Minister of Japan, 
António Guterres,  Secretary-General, United Nations,  Ursula von der Leyen ,
President of the European Commission,  Scott Morrison , Prime Minister of
Australia,  Joko Widodo , President of Indonesia,  Naftali Bennett , Prime Minister
of Israel,  Janet L. Yellen , Secretary of the Treasury of the United Statesm,  Yemi
Osinbajo , Vice-President of Nigeria,  Xi Jinping , President of the People’s
Republic of China,  Olaf Scholz , Federal Chancellor of Germany,  Kristalina
Georgieva , Managing Director, International Monetary Fund (IMF),  John F. Kerry ,
Special Presidential Envoy for Climate of the United States of America,  Christine
Lagarde ,   President, European Central Bank,  Anthony S. Fauci , Director,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of Health of
the United States of America etc.
 

Our CIA sources say the person appearing as Fauci on TV screens is definitely an AI
avatar because the real Fauci was executed. They also forwarded this to us:

https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2022
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/a-new-commitment-for-vaccine-equity-and-defeating-the-pandemic/
https://www.siliconrepublic.com/machines/brain-cloud-interface-nanobots-global-superbrain


 

The entity masquerading as the [Biden] administration’s surgeon general, Vivek
Murthy, is not a man but computer-generated imagery (CGI) superimposed on a
dynamic algorithm that pushes a fictitious Covid narrative from some hidden crevice
in Washington, D.C., said Lt. David Hoffer, a program analyst at U.S. Army Cyber
Command Headquarters at Fort Gordon.
 

A massive counter-attack against this AI and its brainwashed human servants is now
underway, according to Asian Secret Society, CIA, MI6, NSA and FSB sources. This
is being seen in a lot of seemingly unconnected, but dramatic, events around the
world ranging from Antarctica and the South Pacific to the North of Norway.
 

For example, the Haarp array in Norway that was causing the La Palma volcano in
the Atlantic to erupt was taken out by British special forces, according to MI6.
 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/43828/undersea-cable-connecting-norway-
with-arctic-satellite-station-has-been-mysteriously-severed
 

As a result of this attack, the La Palma volcano in the Atlantic has stopped
erupting. This means the East Coast of the United States is no longer being
threatened with a 100-meter tsunami.
 

The removal of this threat has now finally allowed the white hat military to take direct
action against the Khazarian mafia and related AI servants inside the United States.
 

This caused the AI posing as US presidential spokesperson Jen Psaki to malfunction
(As background, David Rockefeller grandson Mark Zuckerberg had been playing the
Psaki role until he/she caught Covid and disappeared for 12 days before being
replaced by an AI avatar). In any case, the malfunctioning Psaki AI issued the
following threats last week:
 

We are Looking at efforts across the country for ways to STOP PEOPLE from
exercising their FUNDAMENTAL rights…MORE THAN 13,000 NATIONAL GUARDS
HAVE BEEN ACTIVATED IN 48 STATES TO SUPPORT VACCINATIONS….”
 

What is really happening is the AI is trying to use mind-controlled troops to fight the
United States militia who have been activated in 43 states and are moving in on
Washington DC.
 
This news item reflects the ongoing battle to free the US:
Young ARMY soldiers will be battling ‘seasoned freedom fighters’ across two dozen
North Carolina counties in a two-week ‘guerrilla warfare exercise’ where they attempt
to overthrow an ‘ ILLEGITIMATE GOVERNMENT’
 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10391995/US-Army-conduct-two-week-
guerilla-war-training-exercise-woods-North-Carolina.html
 
The removal of, most likely blackmailed and compromised, Prince Andrew as the
head of the US and British Navies has been a key event allowing the counter-attack
to unfold, MI6 and NSA sources say.
 

The new head of the Navy explained:
Britain is run by the Admiralty, it is a naval intelligence country. We cannot have a
member of the naval community implicated.” In addition, he said, the official
admiralty stance is as follows:

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/43828/undersea-cable-connecting-norway-with-arctic-satellite-station-has-been-mysteriously-severed
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10391995/US-Army-conduct-two-week-guerilla-war-training-exercise-woods-North-Carolina.html


 

No laboratories around the world have proven the existence of Covid 19 which
means the worlds’ civilian governments have been in high treason for two years.
They are now attempting to beat a retreat. The head of the fourth Reich George
Bush was executed so the fourth Reich is fighting back.”
 
Other sources agree the battle is raging. For example, NSA sources say “US Naval
HQ shaped like a swastika were flooded and connections to NAZIs destroyed.”
 

https://www.kitsapsun.com/story/news/2022/01/08/navy-takes-measures-thwart-
culvert-clogging-flood/9129672002/
 
Then we saw the release of the following dramatic video of a “massive volcanic
eruption in Tonga” 
 

According to CIA sources in the south Pacific region: “This was a destruction of a
massive DUMB with tunnels going in every direction. Notice that a big earthquake
occurred in the Sunda Strait, Indonesia as well around the same time. Another
DUMB was destroyed.” 
 
Another contact added:
Tonga has some Chinese-owned tunnels and deep submarine access. Thanks to the
deep waters that surround the shallow coral shoreline. They have been destroyed.”
 
We were also able to contact a senior Russian FSB source about the situation in
Ukraine who said “We do not want to rule Ukraine, we just want to remove the
fascists installed by UN agents like Victoria Nuland.”
 
The FSB and Russians view the UN as their real enemy and the fake Biden
administration as UN proxies, according to the source.  
 

Russia is trying to rebuild the USSR. The UN is trying to put military all around
Russia and support color revolutions. However, when the UN tries to destabilize they
are not doing anything new, they have been repeating the same thing for 20 or 25
years so now we know how to stop them.”
 
Russia is perfectly entitled to seize Ukraine by law. Ukraine is nothing more than a
money-laundering operation so if Russia goes into Ukraine then god bless them,”
MI6 sources say.
 
The removal of Prince Andrew opened naval intelligence files showing there were 16
biochemical warfare plants being run by the Nazis in Ukraine. The Nazis were also
actively assassinating all political opponents in Ukraine, CIA sources note.
 

It is now payback time. On Friday evening, a Russian nuclear Submarine surfaced
off the coast of Norfolk, VA. The sub has 16 Bulava Missiles, each equipped with ten
independent nuclear warheads. At the same time, Russia sent amphibious assault
ships Sweden’s coast.
 
The FSB source says a deal has been reached with the US and Chinese military to
take on the real source of the problem -which they think is the UN. “The entire idea
of the UN is outdated. It is not a unity of countries. It is pushing the rules of only one
country,” the source notes.
 

https://www.kitsapsun.com/story/news/2022/01/08/navy-takes-measures-thwart-culvert-clogging-flood/9129672002/


The “one country” the source refers to is not the United States but rather the AI-led
group now holding their virtual Davos summit.
 

The FSB is also cracking down on vaccine pushers and politicians being bribed by
the vaccine pushers, the source says.
 

In any case, more and more humans are backing away from the vaccine agenda. It’s
all coming out now. The US military’s DARPA program released bombshell evidence
the vaccine and fake pandemic was “Premeditated Manslaughter of Millions of
People Coordinated at the Highest Levels.”
 

The newly released military documents contradict Dr. Fauci’s testimony under oath.
 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/premeditated-manslaughter-millions-
people-coordinated-highest-levels-naomi-wolf-dr-malone-respond-project-veritas-
bombshell-video/
 
Here is the entire DARPA PDF file for the readers who want to do their own study. 
https://newsrescue.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/defuse-project-drastic-analysis-
1.pdf
 

Darpa is not alone. As a CIA source notes “Hackers broke into all of the
pharmaceutical companies and stole all the medical data on vaccines, thank God!
The Great Awaking has lifted off! Forward this link everywhere.”
 

https://bestnewshere.com/hackers-crack-pfizer-moderna-pfizer-servers-all-vaccine-
death-data-now-public-from-all-companies-thanks-to-hackers/
 

Among other things, the hack revealed that some vaccine batches were 50 times
more deadly than others. This supports the idea that insiders were given placebos or
safe vaccines while “undesirables” were being deliberately poisoned.
 

This sort of evidence is more than enough to justify military intervention to remove
corrupted civilian governments and the UN.
 

An NSA source agrees and says public Nuremberg-style tribunals will begin in April.
Of course, other sources say the trials have been going on for some time.
We also note the reappearance of Donald Trump who is no longer pushing vaccines.
“We’re done with the mandates … The mandates are a disaster for a country,” he
said, arguing vaccine requirements are “just absolutely decimating our economy.”
 

The Trump who is appearing at rallies in the US is actually his double (the one with
white around the eyes and a double chin), NSA sources say. However, he is
authorized by the real Trump to speak on his behalf, the sources say. The real Trump
is at the Thule airbase preparing for the upcoming military campaign to liberate the
United States, the sources added. Asian secret society, MI6, and other sources say
they support this Trump.
 
The liberation of the US will then trigger the fall of the UN etc. multiple sources
agree. Here is what a space force commander had to say about the overall situation:
 

There is a complete system collapse. It has already begun. Afterward, some people
will try to go on with their lives but life won’t be the same any longer. Everything will
change. Courts, schools, banking, etc. The N. Korea missile strike, Russia war
invasion, CCP invasion of Taiwan; all of this is a show.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/premeditated-manslaughter-millions-people-coordinated-highest-levels-naomi-wolf-dr-malone-respond-project-veritas-bombshell-video/
https://newsrescue.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/defuse-project-drastic-analysis-1.pdf
https://bestnewshere.com/hackers-crack-pfizer-moderna-pfizer-servers-all-vaccine-death-data-now-public-from-all-companies-thanks-to-hackers/


 

We also are not under the control of the British monarchy any longer. The
Rothschild, Rockefellers, Illuminati Pyramid, Bush and Clinton Dynasties are all
dissolved. The Covid 19 Scamdemic is unwinding very fast now. Watch Fauci, as
this is the key. 
 

We shall see.

TOP STORIES
Please send your love and light to the following situations. Thank you.
Update on Eradicating Rogue AI Agenda from Earth, Armageddon Event
Coming for Rogue AI Agenda between First-Second Quarter of 2022, UK
COVID Restrictions to End in March, Update on Germany, & more! - Brad
Johnson.
 

UK doctor advises a woman against taking the VAX becasue doctor believes
they are about to get pulled due to new data about safety - Twitter video.
 

CDC Finally Admits the COVID PCR Test is a Sham - NutriTruth.org
 

New Concrete Security Wall Being Erected Around White House: And, Nobody
Knows Why! -  Nancy Drew in DC video per Real Clear Investigations.
 

PayPal is sued for blocking accounts & keeping the funds - Reclaim the Net.
 

Rumble partners with Dan Bongino backed payment processor Parallel
Economy to create an econsomy "free from discrimination." - Reclaim the Net.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2aUAL1KRzo4
https://twitter.com/lntere__stang/status/1483093253922516993
https://www.nutritruth.org/single-post/cdc-finally-admits-the-covid-pcr-test-is-a-sham
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https://ascensionworks.tv/v/the-dark-fleet-draco-reptilians-full-history-report/
https://385312.e-junkie.com/product/1734186/The-Divine-Feminine---Custom-Color-Digital-Artwork
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/march-dc-defeat-covid-vaccine-mandates/
https://385312.e-junkie.com/


Quebec Government to Charge Unvaccinated People with "Significant"
Financial Penalty - The Pulse.
 

New Leaked Emails Show Fauci May Have Concealed Lab Leak Info - Pulse.
 
ASCENSION
Week 39 Message for Angelic Warriors| Archangel Michael via Sharon Stewart
 
Arcturian Group Message via Marilyn Raffaele | January 16, 2022
 
Joint US China Mission to Giant ET Space ARK under the Atlantic Ocean - Dr.
Michael Salla, PhD. Exopolitics.org
 
Dimensions of Loneliness | Archangel Metatron via Natalie Glasson
 
Loving Impulses are Flowing | The Angels via Ann Albers
 
What the Future will Look Like, Part 2 | Ivo of Vega via Sharon Stewart
 
What the Future will Look Like, Part 3 | Ivo of Vega via Sharon Stewart

Suspicious Deaths in the ICC & Elite Bloodlines, 
Disinformation Wars and Ongoing Inner Earth Meetings

Corey Goode Intel Update - January 1, 2022
 

Suspicious deaths and suicides were reported within the Interplanetary Corporate
Conglomerate (ICC - the bad guys) and even a few of the elite bloodline members
who went to Antarctica for a ceremony during the recent eclipse. The elite bloodline
groups flew back to their countries with gifts that the custodians of the old gods had
given them.
 
They were given ancient scrolls and relics that were recently excavated in the old
city of the gods. According to the reports, 3 of these elite bloodline members died in
horrific manners after performing ceremonies and reading the scrolls aloud.
 
Most of the elite bloodline people were able to perform this ritual which caused them
to receive incredible downloads of information that the old gods had programmed
into the elite lines DNA thousands of years ago.
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The proper tones played and ancient words read aloud while holding an ancient relic
activated their DNA and caused it to unpack huge amounts of information stored
within it.
 
Those who survived the process were hospitalized in high-tech underground bunkers
where they have been recovering while they document the information they received
in their downloads.
 
The 3 elites who didn't survive the process were said to have had their eyes, brains,
and organs liquefy and left their bones turned to a rubbery consistency.
 
It was reported to me that there were 16 suspicious deaths and suicides within the
ICC leadership over the last few weeks. In all cases, the people were behaving out
of character for a few days before they either committed suicide or died of sudden
organ failure.
 
There is a lot of suspicions that either someone in the ICC or the Orion Group is
hacking into the nanites and brain chips of their colleagues to cause them to commit
suicide or by causing what appears to be a natural death.
 
- Disinformation: People claiming to have inside information are basing their stories
off of recent news events or rumors on the Internet. The Earth Alliance is taking
advantage of disinformation agents (& LARPs) who put out fake intelligence based
on Internet postings.
 
The recent fake tweets from Klaus Schaub and others about a trip to Antarctica were
put out by a company that creates satire tweets. The 'cube on the moon' is another
example of stories that disinformation agents locked on to in an attempt to give their
stories relevance.
 
A number of opportunistic researchers and supposed insiders and alien contactees
have revealed themselves by this type of behavior. Many of the experts and
researchers that we once trusted have become compromised by the disinformation
campaigns.
 
For those who follow the Political (L&R), Truther, Patriot, Full Disclosure, and Ufology
communities, you need to understand that most of the information you are
consuming is disinformation put out by both sides.
 
This is the weirdest war in human history and it is mostly playing out on the
battlefield of propaganda. A lot of well-intentioned people have bought into ideas and
narratives that have little if any basis in reality.
 
I receive regular briefings from various high-ranking military officers from the Earth
Alliance and the incredible 'shit storm of disinformation' (Their words) is always at the
top of their list.
 
The Earth Alliance has been so infiltrated and compromised that it splintered into
several groups, a few of which were then fully taken over by the Cabal who began
taking advantage of that group's prior respect within the Alliance to become a
mouthpiece to spread disinfo to well-intentioned people they feed their disinformation
to.



 
People who used to have solid contacts within the Alliance are now being fed disinfo
through the same information network they have come to trust.
 
- We will also be delivering more briefing on recent meetings between Inner Earth
Groups and members of the local confederation of planets, a group that Earth will
join after our next solar cycle, and the removal of the Orion Groups influence in our
entire local stellar neighborhood of over 52 stars.
 
Members formerly of the Global Galactic League of Nations were also present along
with Secret Space Program (SSP) Alliance members who represented the surface
population and their related human colonies. These meetings are ongoing and we
will have briefings on them very soon.

The "Star Wars" movies are not Sci-Fi
Queen An-Ra via Erena Velazquez - January 18, 2022

 

I am Queen An-Ra, Grand Council of New Earth Council, and I am also leading the
Council of the Planetary Inter-Galactic Coalition. This new alliance keeps expanding,
it includes right now over 200 different civilizations, who want to live in peaceful
environments.
 

Ashtar (Commander of the Ashtar Command of the Galactic Federation of Light)
mentioned in his last message that the “Star Wars” movies are not science fiction,
and it’s the truth. For a long time, many civilizations have been attacked by the Dark
Forces and their planets were destroyed or damaged by them. They love wars and
destroy advanced and peaceful worlds. You can see we have our own challenges in
our realities.
 

Mother Earth is going to become a free and independent planet. The high energies
pouring in and lifting everyone’s spirits are waking up many from the long sleep of
forgetfulness.
 

The Darkness has already lost, and each moment their holographic reality is
cracking like ice into pieces. I have been observing Mother Earth since my last visit
thousands of years ago, and I can tell you that these Corrupted Souls are not in
charge anymore, even it seems like they are.
 

At that time, when I was on your planet, humankind was not ready to accept our help
to expand and grow by learning to use our safe and harmless technologies. Please,
don’t forget, you are living in exciting times, even though everything on the surface



looks like chaos. The governments who are trying to control everyone, their
strategies are not working anymore. The humans are rising globally with their
intentions to throw out their corrupt leaders and set their societies free.
 

The Dark Entities can’t stop the rising storm. Humanity has reached its limit of being
pushed around and having bare minimum to survive. The dark ones have been
stealing trillions from humanity and treating them with Draconian Health System. I
am very happy to see that your Matrix is collapsing and humankind is shifting into a
New Earth. It’s long overdue for this liberation.
 

My daughter is living on your planet, I mentioned previously in my messages. Her
mission has been announced to her awhile ago. She is going to represent the
Galactic Federation of Light and Planetary Inter-Galactic Coalition as the
Ambassador. Her name will be announced in Divine Timing, when most of the hidden
truths surface into the Light.
 

Humanity needs to get comfortable to stay in the higher energies, and let go of the
negative 3D emotions. It will take some time to adjust to the new vibrations, after
living for so long in low vibrations. Right now, the Mother Earth is in perfect Divine
Alignment with Cosmos Energies to go through the planetary transformation.
 

I am pleased to be one of many others, who are watching your Ascension Process.
Sending Light and Love. Thank you Universal Channel. Be Alert and Trust Your
Instincts. Queen An-Ra.

 

Surrender & Ego 
Archangel Gavbriel through Shelley Young - January 17, 2022

www.TrinityEsoterics.com
 

Dear Ones, you can’t surrender and be in ego at the same time because the ego’s
preferred state is control not flow. In fact, if you try to surrender, the ego will likely try
to prevent you from taking that empowered step through the use of fear and doubt.
To be clear, the ego is not the enemy. Far from it! It is a beloved and necessary part
of you that is required to be in the body, on the planet, having a human experience. It
is simply not the part of you that you wish to be in charge of all decisions because it
is very much about wanting things to stay the same in a controlled or contracted
state, while your soul is seeking freedom, growth, and expansion.
 
So if you are having trouble with surrender, we suggest you sit with your ego and
simply reassure it. Let it know you always will need it and that you love it and that it
is a very important aspect of you. Then let it know that you are the wise adult and
you will be making decisions that are best for all aspects of you. Feel into that. Can
you feel how empowered you are and how the ego settles under your loving
guidance?
 
Trying to eradicate the ego in the name of spirituality only activates it more and puts
you in a state of resistance to a vital part of yourself. It is, in a sense, trying to
practice separation consciousness with yourself in an attempt to move into unity
consciousness, which simply cannot work. It will only keep you in a perpetual state of
tug of war within yourself, expending all of your energy but getting nowhere. By
accepting all parts of yourself, and yourself as part of an even bigger whole, you will
find the act of surrender much easier, and from there true progress can be made on
your journey. 
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Help the Human Collective Take Back Its Power!
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